Memory for visual or haptic scenes often exhibits extended boundaries, that is, observers remember those scenes as including information that might have been present just beyond the boundaries of the scene but that was not actually perceived. This has been referred to as boundary extension (BE; e.g., Intraub, 2004; Intraub, Bender, & Mangels, 1992; Intraub & Richardson, 1989 ; for review, see Hubbard, Hutchison, & Courtney, 2010) . Hypotheses of BE typically stress the role of spatial continuity in BE (e.g., DeLucia & Maldia, 2006; Gottesman & Intraub, 2002 Intraub et al., 1992; Intraub, Gottesman, & Bills, 1998; Munger, Owens, & Conway, 2005) , but whether a similar type of distortion might exist in memory for a stimulus dimension, such as audition, that is often considered more temporal than spatial has not been considered. If BE is specifically a property of spatial perception, then one would not necessarily expect it to occur in the auditory domain. However, if BE is a more generalized property of object/ scene perception (cf. O'Callaghan, 2008 , regarding auditory objects), one would expect to find auditory BE as a function of memory distortion across time, much as visual BE is a function of memory distortion across space. Intraub and Richardson (1989) provided the initial demonstration of BE. In one experiment, participants were presented with a set of target pictures followed by a recall task in which participants were asked to draw the target pictures as they recalled them. Boundaries were extended outward on 95% of the drawings. In a second experiment, participants were initially presented with a set of target pictures including both close-up (i.e., focused on a central object with little periphery in view) and wide-angle scenes (i.e., focused on a central object but with a wide expanse of periphery in view). Subsequently, participants were shown test pictures that included a close-up or wide-angle test scene corresponding to each target, and they were required to indicate on a 5-point scale whether probe pictures of target scenes were much closer-up (-2), a little closer-up (-1), the same (0), a little farther away (ϩ1), or a lot farther away (ϩ2) than they were in the target pictures. Participants more frequently rated the probe pictures as "closerup" rather than "farther away" for both kinds of scenes. An effect of BE was observed in this recognition task, as well as in a recall task in which participants were asked to draw the scenes that had been presented to them. For both tasks, there was a larger effect of BE for the close-up scenes (see also Bertamini, Jones, Spooner, & Hecht, 2005) . Indeed, probe pictures with extended boundaries were often mistaken for the target pictures.
One of the most common findings in the visual BE literature is that memory for close-up views exhibits larger BE than does memory for wide-angle views. For example, when participants' memories for close-up, prototypic (or mid-range), and wide-angle pictures were tested, Intraub et al. (1992) found that close-up views resulted in the largest BE in recognition tasks (cf. Intraub & Richardson, 1989 , Experiment 2), followed by prototypical views; wide-angle views either showed only slight directional distortion or no distortion. Intraub and Berkowits (1996) found BE both with a recognition task using a rating scale and with a recall task in which participants were asked to recreate the picture they had seen by sketching it on paper. In the recognition task, BE was largest for close-up stimuli but still occurred for prototypic and wide-angle stimuli. In the recall task, BE similarly occurred for close-up and prototypic stimuli; however, there was no evidence of BE for wide-angle views (for similar results, see also Intraub, Gottesman, Willey, & Zuk, 1996) . If BE occurs in memory for auditory stimuli, then an auditory stimulus more analogous to a close-up view (i.e., containing relatively little content/information, thus requiring more extrapolation to obtain information regarding the broader landscape) would be expected to exhibit more BE than would an auditory stimulus analogous to a wide-angle view (i.e., containing relatively large amounts of content/information, thus requiring less extrapolation to obtain information regarding the broader landscape).
The notion of auditory BE makes the clear prediction that memory for an auditory stimulus should include more information (i.e., information that might have been presented just before or just after the actual stimulus) than was actually presented. However, other theoretical frameworks make different predictions (see Table  1 ). One such alternative framework involves a shift toward central tendency, and there are at least two possible types of such a shift. The first type of central tendency shift involves memory averaging, in which details of memory representations are distorted toward the mean of some aspect of stimulus presentation (e.g., see Chase, 1986; Posner & Keele, 1968 , 1970 . The second type of central tendency shift involves time order error effects (TOE; Fechner, 1860 Fechner, , 1882 , in which a probe stimulus is judged as more extreme in duration than the target stimulus (e.g., if both stimuli are short, the probe stimulus is judged as shorter; if both stimuli are long, the probe stimulus is judged as longer; see Tse, Intriligator, Rivest, & Cavanagh, 2004) . The mechanism behind TOE is not completely understood, but it occurs across such a variety of stimulus dimensions (see Hellström, 1985) that it is probably a function of how perceptual judgments are made (cf. Tse et al., 2004) . A second alternative framework involves boundary restriction (BR) similar to that typically observed after a time-delay with wide-angle visual stimuli (e.g., see Intraub et al., 1992) . In BR, boundaries are thus restricted in memory such that less content is remembered than was actually presented.
We examined whether memory for auditory prose and music exhibits BE, and we evaluated the alternative frameworks of central tendency and BR. Given that BE in the visual and haptic domains is thought to depend upon the existence of a scene (Bertamini et al., 2005; Gottesman & Intraub, 2002 Intraub et al., 1998; Legault & Standing, 1992 ; but see Hubbard, 1996) , BE in the auditory domain might similarly depend upon the existence of a scene. Bregman (1990) suggested that music and speech offer appropriate contextual material for the analysis of auditory scenes. Auditory scenes can take many forms such as a complex landscape of violins, oboes, and trumpets, the cacophony of an opera, or a heated conversation. Auditory scenes can also be simple, such as a sine wave or a spoken soliloquy.
We sought to minimize the complexity of the stimuli in Experiments 1-4 by utilizing auditory spoken text excerpted from a wide range of sources in English language literature (originals or translations). As all participants would presumably have experience with speech and spoken text, this guaranteed some level of generalizability. Because one's explicit familiarity with a particular scene could potentially affect one's experience and recall of a scene and its boundaries (cf. Glanzer & Razel, 1974 ; but see Intraub, Daniels, Horowitz, & Wolfe, 2008) , participants in Experiment 5 were familiarized with passages of spoken stories that had been written specifically for the experiment; these stories were subsequently used as stimuli to assess boundary distortion under conditions of high levels of stimulus familiarity. Finally, because music is a continuous, flowing landscape and might be more likely than language to elicit extension at its artificially curtailed boundaries (cf. Gottesman & Intraub, 2002 , regarding the nature of Memory averaging explanation: Target stimuli in memory are recalled as more typical of the overall stimulus set:
Judgments consistent with BE for less-content targets and consistent with BR for morecontent targets -Less-content targets are remembered as containing more content -More-content targets are remembered as containing less content Time order error explanation: Order of stimulus presentation affects judgments, making them more extreme: -Less-content probe following a identical target is judged as having less content (target thus seems to have more content) -More-content probe following an identical target is judged as having more content (target thus seems to have less content) Boundary restriction (BR) Boundaries are uniformly restricted for targets in memory Judgments consistent with auditory BR for all targets scenes eliciting BE), we utilized popular music excerpts in the assessment of boundary distortion in Experiment 6. For purposes of discussion, the term "stimulus content" henceforth refers to a grouping of words or notes presented as a single stimulus unit. More content thus means that more words or notes were presented and less content means that fewer words or notes were presented (see Method section for further details). Given that BE involves an incorporation of additional material, it is necessary to distinguish between BE and estimates of greater length or duration. Duration of auditory stimuli has been extensively studied (e.g., Jones, Boltz, & Klein, 1993; Wearden, Todd, & Jones, 2006) , but BE for auditory stimuli has not been studied. In both BE and duration tasks, a target excerpt is presented, followed by a brief delay interval, and then a probe excerpt is presented. In both tasks, participants are asked to determine whether the second auditory excerpt is different from the first auditory excerpt. However, in a duration-estimation study, the goal is to assess memory for the duration of the excerpt (i.e., were the excerpts of the same duration?), whereas in a BE study, the goal is to assess memory for the content of the excerpt (i.e., did the excerpts have the same content?). Thus, the participant's task in the present experiments was to compare the stimulus content of the target and probe excerpts.
In the present experiments, we adapted methodology involving the use of wide-angle, prototypical, and close-up pictures as targets and probes (Intraub et al., 1992) . In the auditory domain, these may be considered analogous to target passages containing morecontent, mid-content, or less-content, respectively. On each trial subjects listened to a target passage. After a delay, a probe passage was presented, and participants compared the amount of probe stimulus content with that of target stimulus content. Participants were also asked to make tempo judgments so that we could assess the extent to which perceived temporal variation played a role in stimulus content judgments.
In Experiment 1 we focused on comparisons using mid-content and more-content auditory prose stimuli, and in Experiment 2 we focused on comparisons using less-content and mid-content auditory prose stimuli. By constraining the stimulus sets in this manner, the possibility of a convergence about mid-content stimuli due to a normalization or regression was minimized. Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 2 except that it incorporated different lesscontent stimulus lengths, and Experiment 4 included white noise to standardize stimulus durations from Experiment 3. Experiment 5 used a training paradigm to assess whether stimulus familiarity impacted distortions in memory for target content using spoken prose stimuli, and Experiment 6 made a similar assessment using previously learned, popular music stimuli.
BE occurs when probes that are identical to the initial target are rated as closer (for pictures; e.g., Intraub et al., 1992; Intraub & Richardson, 1989) and as having less content (for auditory stimuli). Accordingly, a preference for judging probes as containing less content than their associated target excerpts across all stimulus types would support BE in the auditory domain (as greater extension of boundaries would be expected for less-content stimuli due to a greater need for extrapolation; cf. Intraub et al., 1992 , Experiments 1 and 2). Alternatively, a preference for judging probes as containing more content than their associated target excerpts for more-content stimuli, and judging probes as containing less content than their associated target excerpts for less-content stimuli would be consistent with a central tendency process. A preference for judging probes as having more content than their associated target excerpts across all stimulus types would suggest BR in the auditory domain.
Experiment 1
In Experiment 1 we examined auditory memory distortions for mid-content and more-content auditory stimulus scenes using a recognition task. An auditory target was presented, and then after a brief delay, a probe was presented, and participants compared the probe to their memory of the target. If auditory BE occurs in memory for spoken prose, then participants should rate probes that are identical to the targets as containing less stimulus content (i.e., fewer words). If a distortion based on central tendency (such as memory averaging or TOE) occurs, then participants should rate probes for more-content targets as containing less stimulus content and rate probes for less-content targets as containing more stimulus content. If auditory BR occurs in memory for spoken prose, then participants should rate probes that are identical to the targets as containing more stimulus content (i.e., more words) than their associated targets.
Method

Participants.
The participants were 35 undergraduates at Texas Christian University (TCU) who received partial course credit in a psychology course in return for their participation in the experiment, which was approved by TCU's Institutional Review Board (IRB). Data from four other participants were excluded from the analyses, two because of difficulty concentrating on the task and two because of confusion regarding the experimental procedure. All participants reported normal hearing.
Apparatus. Stimuli were recorded with a Samson C01U-USB studio condenser microphone connected to a Dell Inspiron 5150 notebook computer with a Windows XP platform. The microphone was attached to a Samson SP01 spider mount and then attached to a small tabletop microphone stand. Recordings were acquired using the Cakewalk Sonar Studio 3.0 software package using the right portion of the microphone only (to eliminate sound distortions), and then the tracks were exported as stereo MP3s with identical information in the left and the right auditory channels. MP3s were imported into the Audacity editing program, edited to the desired length, and then exported back out of Audacity in MP3 format as finished stimuli.
Stimuli were presented using two identical Compaq Pentium IV personal computers with the Microsoft Windows XP computing environment, using Microsoft PowerPoint as the stimulus presentation package. The sound level of the stimuli was approximately 57 dB (a comfortable sound level that was neither too soft nor too loud for the participants), as determined by a Radio Shack Digital Sound Level Meter (Cat. No. 33-2055) . Koss UR-15C headphones were used as the vehicle of stimulus presentation; a built-in pad encircled the speakers such that outside noises were dampened and comfort was maximized.
Stimuli and response materials. Stimuli. Stimuli were taken from English-language literature, either original English or translations, one stimulus per author, written over a range of dates. Most of the stimuli were gathered from The Online Literature Library (http://www.literature.org/ authors/; for a full listing of the authors, dates, literature works, and the sources from which the works were obtained, see Appendix A). The spoken stimuli were recorded separately by a male voice and by a female voice. Presentation of male and female versions of each stimulus was counterbalanced across participants, with each participant receiving half of the stimuli in a male voice and the other half of the stimuli in a female voice. Musical stimuli were also presented but their presentation did not affect literature stimulus ratings; these data are reported separately.
Recordings of the female voice were originally made in 1-min excerpts but were later edited to between 9 s and 22 s in duration for more-content stimuli (M ϭ 13.8 s, SD ϭ 3.1 s), between 7 s and 14 s in duration for mid-content stimuli (M ϭ 10.1 s, SD ϭ 2.3 s), and between 4 s and 10 s in duration for less-content stimuli (M ϭ 6.2 s, SD ϭ 1.6 s) using the Audacity editing program; all stimuli were generated in more-, mid-, and less-content versions. Pilot testing had indicated that these stimulus durations contained enough content for the participants to hear meaningful information yet were succinct enough to keep the experiment within a reasonable duration. The more-content stimuli became the basis from which the mid-content stimuli were created, and the mid-content stimuli became the basis from which the less-content stimuli were created. In editing down the more-content stimuli to obtain the mid-content stimuli (and in editing the mid-content stimuli to obtain the less-content stimuli), content in the form of whole words was removed from both the beginning and end of the excerpt. Meaningfulness of stimulus content was considered more important than exact stimulus duration; pilot studies had indicated that stimulus content and relative stimulus duration were of greater importance than exact stimulus duration. Edited stimuli, although they did contain natural boundaries to some extent, did sound somewhat "cut off," as they maintained inflections and coarticulations from the original recordings. Because object completion does not affect BE for visual scenes (e.g., Intraub et al., 1992) , this quality of truncation should not be problematic for determining whether auditory BE exists. In fact, it is possible that the naturalistic nature of such quotes could have enhanced the auditory scenic nature of the stimuli, making BE a theoretically more likely possibility (cf. Intraub et al., 1998) .
After the female-voice tracks were complete, the male-voice tracks were recorded using the excerpts retained from the femalevoice recordings. In an effort to maintain the same continuity and flow as that of the female speaker, the male speaker started reading slightly before and ended reading slightly after the excerpt intended for retention, and then the male excerpts were edited to match the female excerpts based on content. Although the durations of the male-voice and female-voice excerpts were similar, they were not identical; for the male reader, more-content stimuli were 11 s to 24 s in duration (M ϭ 16.5 s, SD ϭ 3.7 s), mid-content stimuli were 8 s to 19 s in duration (M ϭ 12.1 s, SD ϭ 2.9 s), and less-content stimuli were 4 s to 12 s in duration (M ϭ 7.5 s, SD ϭ 2.0 s). Because pilot studies indicated no significant differences between responses to the male-voice excerpts and female-voice excerpts, generating stimuli that were exactly the same duration was not attempted.
One target/probe pairing was presented on each trial. The same content was used for the target and probe, and each excerpt was used on only one trial for each participant. Only more-and mid-content stimuli were used in Experiment 1. There were four possible configurations of the target and the probe in Experiment 1: mid-content/mid-content (mid/mid), more-content/mid-content (more/mid), mid-content/more-content (mid/more), or morecontent/more-content (more/more). The mid/mid condition and more/more condition are referred to as matching conditions, and the mid/more condition and more/mid condition are referred to as nonmatching conditions. Thus, on each trial the participant heard either (a) identical content between the target and the probe in the matching conditions or (b) highly similar content in the nonmatching conditions (i.e., content was either added to both the beginning and end of the excerpt or removed from both the beginning and end of the excerpt when comparing probe to target content). Each participant received 36 trials (nine examples of each of the four configurations), and order of stimulus presentation was randomized.
Response materials. Participants used a 5-point scale (-2, -1, 0, ϩ1, ϩ2) to make two judgments per target/probe pair (cf. Intraub et al., 1992; Intraub & Richardson, 1989) ; they were to indicate both the perceived content of the probe compared with the target (labeled with -2 representing much less content, 0 representing the same amount of content, and ϩ2 representing much more content) and the perceived tempo/speed of the probe compared with the target (labeled with -2 representing much slower tempo, 0 representing same tempo, and ϩ2 representing much faster tempo), although tempo was not manipulated. Use of the 5-point scale in judgment of stimulus content provided simplicity and the benefit of a methodological replication of studies on visual BE (cf. Intraub et al., 1992) . Response sheets were provided such that participants could indicate the values that best reflected their memory of the target/stimulus relationship.
Procedure.
Each participant received instructions via the computer, with a recorded voice reading aloud instructions that were printed on the screen, and was presented with one example and three practice trials. Participants pressed a designated key to begin each trial. The target was presented, followed by a 7-s delay, and then the probe was presented. Participants used the provided scale to record their judgments regarding both stimulus content and tempo for each target/probe pair. Participants were explicitly instructed that stimulus content judgments were to reflect the stimulus content that they heard, regardless of tempospecifically, were the same words presented, or were more or fewer words presented? Participants were also instructed that tempo judgments were to reflect the tempo of the probe excerpt compared with the tempo of the target excerpt, independent of stimulus content. The intertrial interval was 9 s, and the current trial number always appeared on the screen. Participants were debriefed at the conclusion of the experimental trials.
Results
Interpreting judgment results.
For identically presented target/probe pairs, judgments of stimulus content less than the expected value of 0 were interpreted as consistent with BE, as the extension of boundaries of a target in memory would make an identical-length probe seem to contain fewer words (i.e., less stimulus content). Judgments of stimulus content larger than the expected value of 0 were interpreted as consistent with BR, as the restriction of boundaries of a target in memory would make an identical-length probe seem to contain more words (i.e., greater stimulus content). For nonmatching stimuli, a comparison was made between the absolute values of judgments made for most/ mid presentations and the absolute values of judgments made for mid/most presentations. A tendency toward a more exaggerated response with one comparison type compared with the other was interpreted in terms of whether the extension or restriction of boundaries was more prominent (cf. Intraub et al., 1992) . Specifically, if more/mid comparisons were more negative than the mid/more comparisons were positive, this would indicate a tendency toward BE, whereas the opposite configuration of responses would indicate a stronger tendency toward BR. Analyses suggested female-voice excerpts and male-voice excerpts did not differ significantly in the responses they elicited (ps Ͼ .05), and so the data were collapsed across voice type.
Data analyses. We were most interested in the pattern of errors in the data. However, response patterns that were generally correct and that differed from chance in their distributions were more likely to be related to successful task performance and not simply related to a response bias induced by the task (e.g., de Blois, Novak, & Bond, 1999; Suddendorf, Nielsen, & van Gehlen, 2011) . Thus, stimulus content data were initially analyzed in terms of whether response patterns differed from chance. Chi-square analyses (cf. McDonald, 2009) indicated that responding occurred at levels different from chance (ps Ͻ .001; see Table 2 ). The majority of responses were correct (overall mean accuracy ϭ 72.54%), with values ranging from 66.67% (more/mid comparisons) to 80.00% (mid/more comparisons).
Stimulus content data were then analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0 for the mid/mid and more/more comparisons. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ 0.01, SD ϭ 0.24) were not significantly different from 0, t(34) ϭ 0.22, p ϭ .829, d ϭ 0.08. More/more judgments (M ϭ 0.09, SD ϭ 0.25), however, were in the direction of BR, t(34) ϭ 2.14, p ϭ .040, d ϭ 0.73; using a Bonferroni correction, the p value needed to reject the null hypothesis is .025, rendering this observation marginally significant. A one-way dependent-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to contrast the extent of distortion in the mid/mid and more/more conditions, and there was no significant difference, F(1, 34) ϭ 2.07, p ϭ .159, p 2 ϭ .057. A paired t test comparing mid/more (M ϭ 1.08, SD ϭ 0.57) and more/mid (M ϭ -0.79, SD ϭ 0.74) judgments showed that responding was significantly stronger in the direction of BR than in the direction of BE (M difference ϭ 0.29, SD ϭ 0.52), t(34) ϭ 3.29, p ϭ .002, d ϭ 0.44; absolute values of long/mid judgments were used in this analysis to compare estimated magnitude differences (cf. Intraub et al., 2008) . This result indicates that no significant directional memory distortion occurred with matching mid-or more-content stimuli, but distortion in the direction of BR was introduced with nonmatching stimuli.
Tempo data were similarly analyzed. Response patterns in the tempo data differed from chance levels of responding (all ps Ͻ .001). Tempo data were then analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0; the expected value was 0 in all cases because tempo was not manipulated. More/more judgments (M ϭ 0.09,
More/mid judgments (M ϭ 0.20, SD ϭ 0.45) were greater than 0, t(34) ϭ 2.64, p ϭ .013, d ϭ 0.91, indicating that probes were judged as faster than targets; using a Bonferroni correction, the p value needed to reject the null hypothesis is .003, rendering this observation marginally significant. This result was supported by a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA, indicating no significant effect of comparison type on tempo judgments, F(3, 32) ϭ 1.11, p ϭ .360, p 2 ϭ .033.
Discussion
There was a trend in the direction of BR when stimuli involved excerpts containing greater amounts of stimulus content (mid/ more, more/mid, more/more); this trend was significant for nonmatching stimulus comparisons. Taking the overall pattern of results into account, the results suggest that BR occurred, with a tendency for boundaries to be more restricted in memory for more-content, nonmatching stimuli. There was no evidence of auditory BE. Tempo judgments were not consistently related to judgments of probe stimulus content; only in the more/mid condition were probes judged as faster than their associated targets. Stimuli with relatively more content in Experiment 1 seem more analogous to wide-angle visual stimuli than to close-up visual stimuli because they included more informational (and purportedly peripheral) content regarding the auditory scene; this idea is consistent with the trend toward restriction in memory with more/ more comparisons in Experiment 1. As noted earlier, Intraub et al. (1992) found that BE was larger for close-up views than for wide-angle views, and she suggested that this was because more extrapolation occurred with close-up views. Close-up views elicit more extrapolation than wide-angle views because they do not include peripheral information required for one to be prepared to actively engage with one's environment. Thus, it is possible that the results of Experiment 1 were constrained by the use of stimuli containing relatively more content, negating the need for extrapolation. Experiments 2 and 3 examined this possibility by considering whether BE could be found in auditory stimuli containing less content (i.e., auditory stimuli with less surrounding context) where the need for extrapolation might be greater.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 was similar to Experiment 1, except that the auditory stimuli were less-and mid-content stimuli (analogous to close-up and prototypical views, respectively, in Intraub et al., 1992) . If auditory BE occurs, then larger BE would be expected to occur with auditory scenes containing less content (due to the greater need for extrapolation), and either smaller BE or no directional distortion would be expected to occur with mid-content auditory scenes (due to reduced extrapolation, Intraub et al., 1992) . If, on the other hand, a central tendency process occurs, then the results of Experiment 2 would reflect a pattern of BE for the less-content stimuli and BR for the mid-content stimuli. Robust BR would be indicated by restriction for both less-and midcontent stimulus comparisons.
Method
Participants. Thirty-five participants with self-reported normal hearing were recruited and compensated in the same manner as in Experiment 1. Three additional participants were eliminated from the analyses because they were confused over some aspect of the experimental task. None of the participants had taken part in Experiment 1. The experimental protocol was approved by the TCU IRB.
Apparatus.
The apparatus was the same as that used in Experiment 1.
Stimulus and response materials. Stimuli. Stimuli were a subset of those described in Experiment 1, including the less-and mid-content stimulus versions only, which were used as both targets and probes. As in Experiment 1, each participant received only one target/probe pairing per stimulus. One quarter of the trials represented each of the less-content/ less-content (less/less), less-content/mid-content (less/mid), midcontent/less-content (mid/less), and mid-content/mid-content (mid/mid) test conditions. Stimulus presentation was randomized.
Response materials. The response materials were the same as in Experiment 1.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1 except that less-and mid-content stimuli, rather than mid-and more-content stimuli, were presented.
Results
Interpreting judgment results. Results were interpreted in the same manner as in Experiment 1. Female-voice excerpts and male-voice excerpts did not differ significantly in the responses they elicited (ps Ͼ .05), and so the data were collapsed across voice type. Absolute values were used in the mid/less and less/mid contrast analysis to compare estimated magnitude differences (cf. Intraub et al., 2008) .
Data analyses. Stimulus content data were initially analyzed in terms of whether response patterns differed from chance. As in Experiment 1, chi-square analyses indicated that responding occurred at levels different from chance (ps Ͻ .001; see Table 3 ). The majority of responses were correct (overall mean accuracy 82.78%), with values ranging from 78.41% (mid/mid comparisons) to 88.57% (less/mid comparisons). Stimulus content data were then analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0 for the less/less and mid/mid comparisons. Less/less judgments (M ϭ -0.00, SD ϭ 0.15) were not significantly different from 0, t(34) ϭ -0.00, p ϭ 1.000, d ϭ 0.00. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ 0.02, SD ϭ 0.18), were also not significantly different from 0, t(34) ϭ 0.65, p ϭ .520, d ϭ 0.22. A one-way dependent-measures ANOVA was used to contrast the extent of distortion in the mid/mid and more/more conditions, and there was no significant difference, F(1, 34) ϭ 0.25, p ϭ .621, p 2 ϭ .007. A paired t test comparing less/mid (M ϭ 1.39, SD ϭ 0.61) and mid/less (M ϭ -1.13, SD ϭ 0.60) judgments showed that responding was stronger in the direction of BR than in the direction of BE (M difference ϭ 0.26, SD ϭ 0.38), t(34) ϭ 4.08, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 0.43 (as in Experiment 1, absolute values of mid/less judgments were used in this analysis). This result indicates that no directional memory distortion occurred with less-or mid-length matching target/stimulus pairings, but distortion in the direction of BR was introduced when judgments involved nonmatching target/stimulus pairings (i.e., mid/more, more/mid comparisons).
Tempo data were similarly analyzed. Response patterns in the tempo data differed from chance levels of responding (all ps Ͻ .001). Tempo data were analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ -0.07, SD ϭ 0.21), t(34) ϭ -1.94, p ϭ .060, d ϭ 0.67, less/less judgments (M ϭ -0.05, SD ϭ 0.29), t(34) ϭ -1.04, p ϭ .304, d ϭ 0.36, and less/mid judgments (M ϭ -0.04, SD ϭ 0.32), t(34) ϭ -0.82, p ϭ .417, d ϭ 0.28, indicated no directional distortion. Mid/less judgments (M ϭ 0.17, SD ϭ 0.26) were significantly greater than 0, t(34) ϭ 3.92, p Ͻ .001, d ϭ 1.34, indicating that probes were judged as faster than targets. This result was supported by a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA that indicated a significant effect of comparison type on tempo judgments, F(3, 32) ϭ 7.48, p Ͻ .001, p 2 ϭ .157.
Discussion
Consistent with the discussion of Experiment 1, there was an effect in the direction of BR for stimulus content judgments, and this pattern was most pronounced in nonmatching stimuli (i.e., less/mid and mid/less stimuli). Overall, the stimulus content data suggest BR occurs in memory for spoken prose. There was no evidence of BE. Tempo judgments were not systematically related to judgments of probe stimulus content; only in the mid/less condition were probes judged as faster than their associated targets. As was hypothesized in Experiment 1, it might be that stimuli in Experiment 2 contained too much content to evoke BE, and so a consideration of stimuli containing less content than those used in Experiments 1 and 2 might be more likely to evoke BE in the auditory domain. Additionally, the results of Experiments 1 and 2 suggest that nonmatching stimulus presentation might be an important factor in BE and/or BR.
Experiment 3
We hypothesized that if auditory BE occurred, it would most likely do so with less-content (and analogously more close-up) probes because of a tendency for participants to fill in the periphery of the auditory scene. Although it might be argued that the less-content auditory stimuli are not perceived as being "closer," Bertamini et al. (2005) demonstrated that BE is not due to object magnification (or closeness) per se; rather, BE seems to be related to missing information peripheral to the visible scene (cf. Intraub et al., 1992 ; see also Hochberg, 1986) . Excerpts with less content might be perceived as having a greater amount of potentially useful information beyond their boundaries, resulting in larger auditory BE. In this view, the less-content excerpts in Experiments 1 and 2 did not result in BE because the less-content stimuli still contained too much content. Accordingly, Experiment 3 was similar to Experiment 2, except that the less-content auditory stimuli were broken into three less-content stimulus subtypes, with two of the less-content stimulus subtypes containing less content than the less-content stimuli used in Experiment 2. This also allowed us to examine the effect of stimulus content variability on BE and BR effects.
Method
Participants. Forty-two participants with self-reported normal hearing were recruited on campus at the University of Texas at Dallas (UTD) and were compensated either via partial course credit in a psychology course or $10 per half hour of participation (for a total of $20). None of the participants had taken part in Experiment 1 or 2. The experimental protocol was approved by the UTD IRB.
Apparatus. The apparatus was the same as in Experiments 1 and 2, with the following exceptions: Stimuli were presented on two identical Dell (Dimension DM061) Celeron computers operating with a Microsoft Windows XP Professional 2002 Operating System. The stimulus presentation program E-Prime 2.0 was used to present stimuli and to record responses using the keyboard instead of a handwritten response packet.
Stimulus and response materials. Stimuli. The materials were the same less-and mid-content stimuli as those used in Experiment 2, with the exception that the less-content stimuli were edited down to three different content subtypes: less-content (l; the same as the less-content stimuli used in Experiment 2), lesser-content (ll; female voice: M ϭ 4.5 s, SD ϭ 1.3 s; male voice: M ϭ 5.4 s, SD ϭ 1.6 s), and least-content (lll; female voice: M ϭ 2.5 s, SD ϭ 0.8 s; male voice: M ϭ 3.0 s, SD ϭ 1.0 s) stimuli. The less-, lesser-, and least-content stimuli will be collectively referred to as less-content stimuli and l, ll, lll stimuli will be used to refer to the less-, lesser-, and least-content subtype versions, respectively. For each trial, if less-content stimuli were involved (i.e., in all trials except the mid/mid comparisons), only one less-content stimulus subtype was used, and equal numbers of l/ll/lll trials were presented (i.e., three of each less-content stimulus presentation subtype).
Response materials. Stickers were placed on the number keys of the keyboard, and the 2, 4, 6, 8, and 0 keys were labeled -2, -1, 0, ϩ1, and ϩ2, respectively, and were used for recording participant responses.
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment 2 except for the less-content stimulus subtypes as described above.
Results
Interpreting judgment results. Results were interpreted in the same manner as in Experiments 1 and 2. Female-voice excerpts and male-voice excerpts did not differ significantly in the responses they elicited (ps Ͼ .05), and so the data were collapsed across voice type. Absolute values were used in the mid/less and less/mid contrast analyses to compare estimated magnitude differences (cf. Intraub et al., 2008) .
Data analyses. Stimulus content data were initially analyzed in terms of whether response patterns differed from chance. As in Experiment 1, chi-square analyses indicated that responding occurred at levels different from chance (ps Ͻ . 001; see Table 4 ). The majority of responses were correct (overall mean accuracy ϭ 87.50%), with values ranging from 77.51% (mid/mid comparisons) to 91.80% (less/less comparisons). Due to space constraints, the data for the different less stimulus subtypes are not shown in Table 4 ; however, the same pattern held for all comparison types, with all less stimulus subtypes (all ps Ͻ .001).
Stimulus content data were then analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0 for the less/less and mid/mid comparisons. Overall, less/less judgments (M ϭ 0.01, SD ϭ 0.09) were not significantly different from 0, t (41) 1.60, p ϭ .118, d ϭ 0. 18. This result indicates that directional memory distortion occurred in the direction of BR with the mid-content stimuli in the overall stimulus set (i.e., l and mid-content stimuli) and with nonmatching target/probe pairings (i.e., less/mid, mid/less comparisons). In contrast to Experiments 1 and 2, the BR effect was evident even when the stimuli with relatively more content were presented as matching comparisons. The results supported the hypothesis that this enhanced BR effect was due to the greater variability of stimulus lengths presented in Experiment 3.
Tempo data were similarly analyzed. Response patterns in the tempo data differed from chance levels of responding (all ps Ͻ .001). Tempo data were analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ -0.04, SD ϭ 0.31), t (41) 
Discussion
Judgments in the direction of BR occurred for mid/mid and nonmatching stimulus comparisons. No significant memory distortion occurred in the tempo judgment data. There was no significant evidence of auditory BE for any of the stimuli. If auditory BE was related to the information potentially available beyond the boundary of the stimulus, then curtailing information within the auditory scene itself (i.e., when less-content targets were presented) should have increased the reliance on information poten- tially available beyond the boundary and thus should have been sufficient to produce BE. The overall data pattern from Experiment 3 is most consistent with BR in the memory for spoken prose.
Experiment 4
It is possible that the pattern of results in Experiments 1-3 resulted from the concurrence of stimulus content and overall stimulus duration. To examine this possibility, we standardized overall perceptual stimulus duration (i.e., the actual amount of time that sound was presented for each stimulus) by adding in white noise at the beginning and end of all stimuli from Experiment 3. This ensured that the total duration of each excerpt remained constant across all of the excerpts. If the pattern of results is the same as that of Experiment 3, we can be more confident that BR occurs in auditory memory based upon stimulus content and not simply perceptual duration variability, and we can thus be more certain about our conclusions regarding distortions in auditory memory.
Method
Participants. Fifty-four participants with self-reported normal hearing were recruited on campus at UTD and were compensated via partial course credit in a psychology course. None of the participants had taken part in Experiments 1-3. The experimental protocol was approved by the UTD IRB.
Apparatus and response materials. The apparatus and response materials were the same as those used in Experiment 3.
Stimuli. The materials were the same less-and mid-content literature stimuli as those used in Experiment 3, with the exception that white noise was added equally to the beginning and the end of each stimulus to achieve the following text-plus-noise stimulus durations, which were identical for both male and female voices: mid-content, 20 s; less (l), 14 s; lesser (ll), 11 s; and least (lll), 8 s. Again, for each trial, if less-content stimuli were involved (i.e., in all trials except the mid/mid comparisons), only one less-content stimulus subtype was used, and equal numbers of l/ll/lll trials were presented (three of each less-content stimulus presentation subtype).
Procedure. The procedure was the same as that in Experiment 3 except that white noise was added to the beginning and end of the stimuli as described above.
1
Results
Interpreting judgment results. Results were interpreted in the same manner as in Experiments 1 through 3. Female-voice excerpts and male-voice excerpts did not differ significantly in the responses they elicited (ps Ͼ .05), and so the data were collapsed across voice type. Absolute values were used in the mid/less and less/mid contrast analyses to compare estimated magnitude differences (cf. Intraub et al., 2008) .
Data analyses. Stimulus content data were initially analyzed in terms of whether response patterns differed from chance. As in Experiment 1, chi-square analyses indicated that responding occurred at levels different from chance (ps Ͻ .001; see Table 5 ). The majority of responses were correct (overall mean accuracy ϭ 84.93%), with values ranging from 70.58% (mid/mid comparisons) to 93.83% (less/mid comparisons). Due to space constraints, the data for the different less-content stimulus subtypes are not shown in Table 5 ; however, the same pattern held for all comparison types, with all less-content stimulus subtypes (all ps Ͻ .001).
Stimulus content data were then analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0 for the less/less and mid/mid comparisons. Overall, less/less judgments (M ϭ 0.07, SD ϭ 0.23) were significantly different from 0 in the direction of BR, t(53) ϭ 2.11, p ϭ .039, d ϭ 0.58. Broken down by less-content stimulus subtype, no significant patterns of directional distortion in responding were evident in the less/less comparison judgments: l, M ϭ 0.10, SD ϭ 0.37, t (53) This result indicates that directional memory distortion occurred in the direction of BR with the stimuli in the overall stimulus set containing the most content (i.e., l and mid-content stimuli) and with nonmatching target/probe pairings (i.e., less/mid, mid/less comparisons). Similar to Experiment 3, the BR effect was evident even when the stimuli containing relatively content were presented as matching target/probe comparisons.
Tempo data were similarly analyzed. Response patterns in the tempo data differed from chance levels of responding (all ps Ͻ .001). Tempo data were analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ 0.06, SD ϭ 0. 1 Only literature stimuli were presented to participants in Experiment 4 to accommodate the longer-duration stimuli due to the addition of white noise. As presentation of musical stimuli did not affect literature stimulus ratings in Experiments 1-3 (i.e., participants completing the literature block first performed similarly to those completing the literature block second), this procedural change was not of concern.
Discussion
Participants' stimulus content judgments were significantly in the direction of BR, with the strongest restriction evident for the stimuli with relatively more content. No significant memory distortion occurred in the tempo judgment data. Experiment 4 maintained the same pattern of results found in Experiments 1-3, even with the addition of white noise to the beginning and end of the stimuli and thus ensuring constant total stimulus durations. If auditory perceptual stimulation, and not stimulus content, was driving the BR effect, we would have expected the less/mid and mid/less comparison to have been washed out in Experiment 4, but responding consistent with BR was maintained. Indeed, it might be that changes in perceptual duration helped to compensate for BR, because when changes in perceptual duration were removed, BR appeared to be enhanced. The white noise could have potentially served as a frame around the stimulus, accentuating boundaries and possibly leading to more accurate judgments-that is, eliminating directional boundary distortion. However, such a pattern was not found, so even if the white noise did serve to frame the prose much like a picture, such a focus on the word boundaries did not eliminate, or even decrease, BR. There was no evidence of auditory BE for any of the spoken prose/white noise stimuli presented in Experiment 4.
Experiment 5
It is possible that the pattern of results in Experiments 1-4 was constrained by the participants' lack of familiarity with the auditory scenes, which were stories drawn from classic English literary sources. A lack of familiarity can influence BE; for example, Munger et al. (2005) found individual differences in BE ratings to scenes at baseline versus scenes after an approach sequence, suggesting that familiarity with a scene could impact BE ratings. Similarly, familiarity with a word influences the ability to perceive that word in the presence of a superimposed burst of white noise (Samuel, 2001) . Given the role of familiarly in visual BE in Munger et al. (2005) and in word recognition in Samuel (2001) , familiarity might influence other aspects of cognition such as auditory BE or BR. Given an unfamiliar auditory landscape, it might be difficult or impossible to extrapolate and extend boundaries in memory. Thus, we implemented an auditory prose training paradigm in which participants were presented with a set of stories. These stories were presented aurally multiple times prior to memory testing, thereby removing the possibility that participants were not familiar enough with the auditory landscapes to extrapolate, even under circumstances in which extrapolation might otherwise be the default perceptual mechanism.
Method
Participants. Forty-one participants with self-reported normal hearing were recruited on campus at UTD and were compensated via partial course credit in a psychology course. None of the participants had taken part in Experiments 1-4. The experimental protocol was approved by the UTD IRB.
Apparatus and response materials. The apparatus was the same as that in Experiments 3 and 4, with a single exception. Due to deterioration of the soft padding material encircling the ear area on the headphones, new Koss UR21v full-size headphones were used.
The response materials were also the same as those in Experiments 3 and 4. In addition, the "y" and "n" keys were used to denote "yes" and "no," respectively, for the 12 quiz items that were presented to participants at the conclusion of the training phase of the experiment.
Stimuli. Six short stories were created for the purpose of the experiment, plus an additional story that was used as an example stimulus (see Appendix B). In creating these stories, we attempted to use names and situations with which most people in Western culture are familiar. Stories were created from a variety of common scenarios: outdoor (country), outdoor (city), indoor, school, work, grocery store, theme park, dentist or doctor office, vacation, science fiction. Language was simple but descriptive, including adjectives and adverbs. Varying sentence structures were used, but we attempted to allow for excerpts in which key information could be added or taken away from both the beginning and end of the segments. Six additional stimuli were generated (in their morecontent form) for use as foils during the training quiz as the items that had not been previously heard. These stimuli were unique items that were generated using the same criteria as the six training stories. The full stories used for training (M duration ϭ 71.2 s, SD ϭ 14.7 s; range ϭ 50 -90 s) consisted of enough content to allow for four more/mid/less stimuli to be drawn from each of them. Editing proceeded as in previous experiments, with content being eliminated from both the beginning and end of the stimuli for cuts containing successively less content. More-content stimuli were used for the recognition quiz, whereas mid-content and lesscontent stimuli were used in the boundary extension task. Excerpts were not necessarily presented in the same voice (male or female) during training and testing.
The 12-item recognition quiz involved one more-content excerpt from each of the six stories, plus the six foil items, randomly ordered for presentation. For the sake of simplicity, and because this quiz was a screening tool, all participants received the same 12 questions, in the same randomly generated order (unlike the boundary extension portion of the task; cf. Experiment 1, Method section). Participants answered whether they recognized the excerpt from the training by indicating yes or no to a prompt; a yes response was correct for half of the questions on the quiz, and a no response was correct for half of the questions on the quiz.
The l/ll/lll distinction used in Experiments 3 and 4 was eliminated; less-content stimuli were only used in their complete form (cf. Experiment 2 and the l subtype of Experiments 3 and 4). No white noise was added to the beginning or the end of the stimuli. Durations by cuts and voice type were as follows: female voice more-content, M duration ϭ 14.8 s, SD ϭ 3.2 s; female voice mid-content, M ϭ 8.5 s, SD ϭ 1.8 s; female voice less-content, M ϭ 3.0 s, SD ϭ 1.9 s; male voice more-content: M ϭ 12.5 s, SD ϭ 2.8 s; male voice mid-content, M ϭ 7.1 s, SD ϭ 1.7 s; male voice less-content, M ϭ 2.4 s, SD ϭ 1.5 s. Foils presented during the training quiz were similar in duration to the other more-content stimuli (M duration ϭ 13.7 s, SD ϭ 1.4 s; range ϭ 12-16 s).
Procedure.
A training paradigm was implemented at the beginning of the experimental session. During training, participants were familiarized with six stories by hearing each story repeated three times in block fashion (story one repeated three times, story two repeated three times, etc.), until all six stories had been presented three times each. At the conclusion of the training, a 12-question quiz was posed to the participants during which they were asked to indicate if they had heard a given excerpt during the experiment training (yes or no). Participants alerted the experimenter when their training phase and quiz were complete, and the experimenter started the boundary extension/restriction program as in Experiments 3 and 4, using excerpts from the trained stories for stimuli as described above. As in Experiments 2-4, the memory distortion task required stimulus content and tempo judgment responses for all trials, with one quarter of the trials representing each of the less/less, less/mid, mid/less, and mid/mid test conditions.
Results
Interpreting judgment results. Results were interpreted in the same manner as in Experiments 1-4. Female-voice excerpts and male-voice excerpts did not differ significantly in the responses they elicited (ps Ͼ .05), and so the data were collapsed across voice type. Absolute values were used in the mid/less and less/mid contrast analysis to compare estimated magnitude differences (cf. Intraub et al., 2008) .
Data analyses.
Quiz data were examined to ensure that participants were learning the stories presented to them during the training phase well enough to differentiate between excerpts drawn from the training stories versus completely novel excerpts. Mean accuracy across participants was 98.2% (SD ϭ 4.4%), with an accuracy range of 83.3% to 100%, meaning that no participants missed more than two out of 12 questions on the quiz.
Stimulus content data were initially analyzed in terms of whether response patterns differed from chance. As in Experiments 1-4, chi-square analyses indicated that responding occurred at levels different from chance (ps Ͻ .001; see Table 6 ). The majority of responses were correct (overall mean accuracy ϭ 93.90%), with values ranging from 90.24% (mid/mid comparisons) to 97.56% (less/less comparisons). It is notable that training induced a dramatic increase in accuracy compared with the previous experiments, which had lower end accuracy values ranging from 66.67% to 78.41%. Because the lower end accuracy values in the present experiment were at 90.24%, there were fewer perceptual errors, effectively weakening the power for the analysis of directional distortion data. Nonetheless, stimulus content data were analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0 for the less/less and mid/mid comparisons. Overall, less/less judgments (M ϭ 0.00, SD ϭ 0.05) were not significantly different from 0, t(40) ϭ 0.00, p ϭ 1.000, d ϭ 0.00. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ 0.02, SD ϭ 0.17) were also not significantly different from 0, t(40) ϭ 0.90, p ϭ .372, d ϭ 0.28. A one-way dependent-measures ANOVA was used to contrast the extent of distortion in the mid/mid and more/more conditions, and there was no significant difference, F(1, 40) ϭ 0.78, p ϭ .383, p 2 ϭ .019. A paired t test comparing less/mid (M ϭ 1.71, SD ϭ 0.49) and mid/less (M ϭ -1.52, SD ϭ 0.68) judgments, however, showed that responding was stronger in the direction of BR than in the direction of BE (M difference ϭ 0.19, SD ϭ 0.54), t(40) ϭ 2.26, p ϭ .029, d ϭ 0.32. This analysis indicates that even under conditions of extremely high accuracy, recall of auditory prose stimuli was distorted in the direction of BR with nonmatching stimuli.
Tempo data were similarly analyzed. Response patterns in the tempo data differed from chance levels of responding (all ps Ͻ .001). Tempo data were analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0. Mid/mid judgments (M ϭ -0.02, SD ϭ 0. 
Discussion
Even though participants had a high level of familiarity with the stimuli and made few judgment errors after training, memory distortion in the direction of BR still occurred with nonmatching stimuli. No directional distortion was found in memory for auditory prose excerpts for either mid-or less-content stimuli with matching target/probe stimulus presentation (i.e., less/less or mid/ mid). No significant memory distortion occurred in the tempo judgment data. The use of highly familiar stimuli in Experiment 5 did not result in BE, and so it is unlikely that the lack of BE in Experiments 1-4 simply reflected a lack of familiarity with the stimuli in those experiments.
Experiment 6
Although BR might be the default mechanism of the auditory domain when memory errors occur, it remains possible that the pattern of results in Experiments 1-5 was constrained by the type of stimuli used in the experiments-that is, spoken words and phrases that are not necessarily encountered in the course of daily living. To examine this possibility, it was necessary to examine whether BR might be found in memory for another type of wellknown auditory stimulus. One such type of stimulus would be well-known music. Thus, in Experiment 6 we used popular music from a variety of genres to assess whether familiar, more continuously flowing stimuli (compared with words, which could be construed as more discrete; cf. Gottesman & Intraub, 2002) would evoke BE in the auditory domain.
Method
Participants. Forty-four participants with self-reported normal hearing were recruited on campus at UTD and were compensated via partial course credit in a psychology course. None of the participants had taken part in Experiments 1-5. The experimental protocol was approved by the UTD IRB.
Apparatus and response materials. The apparatus and response materials were the same as those used in Experiment 5, with the addition of a familiarity rating scale. Participants rated their familiarity with the more-content (i.e., more musical notes) excerpt from each selection on a scale of 1 to 7, with 1 representing never having heard the song before, 4 representing a moderate level of familiarity with the song, and 7 indicating a high enough level of familiarity that the participant knew the title of the song and/or its artist. Participants indicated their familiarity ratings by pressing the appropriate number key on the 10-key portion of the keyboard.
Stimuli. Thirty-six songs were selected as stimuli for the experiment, in addition to an example stimulus (see Appendix C). These songs were selected from the following four genres of popular music (nine songs each): classical pops, film scores, classic rock, and current pop. Songs in the "current pop" classification were selected from songs on the Billboard Top 20 Pop Songs list (http://www.billboard.com/#/charts/pop-songs) at the time of the study. Songs in the other three genres were selected based on the researchers' judgments of what songs were likely to be highly familiar. Some of the songs chosen contained words, but some did not (see Appendix C). Ideally, there would have been equal representation within each genre between songs containing or not containing words, but this proportionality was not representative of the music available and was not feasible given the music that was available and that would be familiar to a wide audience.
Songs were edited for stimulus content in Audacity, and this was similar to the editing of spoken prose in Experiment 1. First, a more-content selection (M ϭ 23.19 s, SD ϭ 2.1 s, range ϭ 19 -28 s) was taken from each song to be used for familiarity ratings. An effort was made to select a segment that would be easily recognized by most people (e.g., the chorus). For the more-content excerpts only, a 1-s fade-in was placed at the beginning of the excerpt, and a 1-s fade-out was placed at the end of the excerpt. This avoided abrupt sounds and thus provided for more naturalistic listening during the familiarity rating portion of the experiment. Then mid-content (M ϭ 9.06 s, SD ϭ 0.8 s) and less-content (M ϭ 6.00 s, SD ϭ 0.5 s) excerpts were taken from within the morecontent selections in the same manner described in Experiment 1. No fade-ins or fade-outs were placed at the beginning and end of these excerpts, as these were the excerpts to be tested in the memory distortion task, and we did not want them to differ from their original presentation except in the amount of content presented. No additional editing was done to the less-and mid-content excerpts.
Procedure. The procedure was similar to Experiment 5, with a few exceptions. Familiarity judgments replaced the training phase of Experiment 5. After listening to instructions for the familiarity task, participants listened to the more-content stimulus excerpts. Following presentation of each excerpt, a slide appeared on the computer monitor with the question, "How familiar is this song to you?" The rating scale was provided below the question on the same screen, and participants recorded their familiarity judgments. At the conclusion of the familiarity portion of the experiment, the program automatically proceeded to instructions regarding comparisons of the probe stimuli to the target stimuli. This portion of the experiment began without the need for the experimenter to intervene to begin the experiment program. Instructions for the memory distortion task specified that participants would hear a target excerpt followed a probe excerpt, and then they were to make two judgments: first, whether the probe contained less, the same, or more music content (i.e., music notes) than the target and, second, whether the probe was played at a slower, the same, or a faster tempo than the target.
Results
Interpreting judgment results. Results were interpreted in the same manner as in Experiments 1-5. Absolute values were used in the mid/less and less/mid contrast analysis to compare estimated magnitude differences (cf. Intraub et al., 2008) .
Data analyses. Familiarity data were examined to ensure that participants were actually familiar with the music that was presented to them. On a scale from 1 to 7 (with 1 being not at all familiar and 7 being most familiar), the mean familiarity judgment across participants was 5.3 (SD ϭ 2.2). Broken down by genre, familiarity ratings were as follows: classic rock, M ϭ 5.4, SD ϭ 1.9; classical pops, M ϭ 5.6, SD ϭ 2.1; current pop, M ϭ 6.0, SD ϭ 2.0; film scores, M ϭ 4.5, SD ϭ 2.4. There was no correlation between familiarity ratings in the first portion of the experiment and boundary judgments in the second portion of the experiment. Furthermore, there was no effect of whether the excerpts contained words.
Stimulus content data were initially analyzed in terms of whether response patterns differed from chance. As in Experiments 1-5, chi-square analyses indicated that responding occurred at levels different from chance (ps Ͻ . 001; see Table 7 ). The majority of responses were correct (overall mean accuracy ϭ 66.42%), with values by comparison type ranging from 44.95% (mid/mid comparisons) to 83.59% (less/mid comparisons).
Stimulus content data were analyzed using t tests to determine whether responses were directionally distorted compared with the expected value of 0 for the less/less and mid/mid comparisons. Mid/ mid judgments (M ϭ 0.16, SD ϭ 0.45) were significantly in the direction of BR, t (43) 
Discussion
In Experiment 6, popular musical stimuli elicited BR for stimulus content in the auditory domain under conditions of relatively more content (in this case, mid-content stimuli) or nonmatching stimulus presentations. It thus appears that the results of Experiments 1-5 were not constrained by auditory stimulus type. Even though both prose and music are composed of individual and discrete elements (words and notes, respectively), individual words might generally be perceived as more meaningful than individual notes. Thus, music might be represented as less discrete than text-that is, as more continuous or flowing. We had hypothesized that the discrete nature of words and sentences might be contrary to the continuously yet artificially truncated scene required to evoke BE (e.g., Gottesman & Intraub, 2002) , whereas the more flowing nature of music might elicit the extrapolation required by a more continuous landscape. However, there was no evidence of BE in the stimulus content judgments. BR was robust to stimulus differences and thus seems to be the default mechanism of auditory memory when errors are made. More research will be required to test this hypothesis, as the types of auditory stimuli used in boundary distortion studies are still rather limited in scope. Tempo judgments were not systematically related to judgments of probe stimulus content; only in the less/less condition were probes judged as faster than their associated targets.
General Discussion
Memory for auditory spoken prose stimuli was examined in five experiments, followed by an examination of memory for musical stimuli in a sixth experiment. Participants were presented with target/probe pairings consisting of spoken prose or musical excerpts; each probe was either identical to its associated target or contained more or less prose or musical content than its associated target. Participants made judgments as to whether each probe contained more or less stimulus content compared with its associated target, and although tempo was not manipulated, participants also made judgments comparing the tempos of the probes to the tempos of their associated targets.
With spoken prose stimuli, stimulus content results indicated a pattern of responding in the direction of BR, with participants recalling less of the initial target stimulus than was actually presented, and this effect was more pronounced for nonmatching stimuli. More specifically, response patterns in all experiments were significantly in the direction of BR with nonmatching stimulus/probe presentation (i.e., mid/more and more/mid, or less/mid and mid/less) and in experiments in which a greater variety of stimulus content was used (i.e., Experiments 3 and 4). Results of the present experiments thus indicate a robust effect of BR in auditory memory, at least within the time frame under investigation (i.e., stimuli lasting between 2 and 24 s in duration with a 7-s interstimulus interval) and with the type of stimuli presented (i.e., spoken prose and popular music, with a variety of stimulus durations). The less-content musical stimuli of Experiment 6 elicited the same pattern of results as the spoken prose of Experiments 1-5. This suggests that BR in the auditory domain is robust to properties that differentiate spoken prose and popular music stimuli, such as familiarity and differences in stimulus continuity.
Results from the tempo judgment data were not consistent. When distortions in memory judgments did occur (under some stimulus presentation conditions in Experiments 1, 2, and 6), probes were judged as being presented at a faster rate compared with their associated targets. Had the tempo judgments varied consistently with the stimulus content judgments, it might have been informative regarding the nature of auditory memory distortions. Because the tempo results were not consistent it is difficult to ascertain what sort of memory distortion they reflect, unlike the stimulus content results that were consistent across experiments, thus suggesting a robust BR of auditory memory.
Studies of memory for scenes in the visual domain show both BE and BR distortions depending on the angle-width of the stimulus and the retention interval (e.g., Intraub et al., 1992) ; however, only significant BR distortions were observed in the present auditory experiments. In visual studies (e.g., Intraub et al., 1992) , BR has been interpreted as a regression to the mean of the stimulus set (i.e., a central tendency) that occurs over time following an initial BE. In Experiments 1-6, we observed robust BR in the absence of any BE. Curiously, the BR we observed was stronger for nonmatching stimuli that contained more stimulus content. This content effect seems reminiscent of the larger BE Intraub reports for close-up (less content) pictures. It could be that some aspect of content such as the number of words (cf. Craik, 1968) , phrases (cf. Roberts & Gibson, 2002) , or sentences (depending on one's familiarity with the stimuli; cf. Glanzer & Razel, 1974) constitute the dimension affected most directly by a central tendency mechanism, and this might account for the relative strength of BR in the current experiment. Further research is certainly required to understand the prevalence of the BR distortions found in the present experiments and potential BE distortions that might occur under particular stimulus conditions.
Our study is the first to our knowledge to investigate memory distortion for auditory boundaries regarding content, as opposed to investigating auditory boundaries regarding duration estimation, and our overall pattern of results suggests that auditory memory distortions predominantly involve a restriction of boundaries in memory. Although we posited that limited familiarity with the literary scenes in Experiments 1-4 could have limited the participant's ability to extrapolate for less-content stimuli, leading to a failure to find significant BE, the induction of familiarity in Experiment 5 did not induce BE, and the popular music stimuli of Experiment 6 also did not induce BE. Thus, we can rule out familiarity as sufficient for inducing BE for auditory stimuli.
It could be that BE is a property of spatial perception, and neither prose nor music stimuli used in the current experiments were sufficiently spatial in nature to evoke BE (in contrast, cf. Dreyfus, Fetterman, Smith, & Stubbs, 1988) . Alternatively, it might be that gist abstraction (cf. Schacter, Guerin, & St. Jacques, 2011) occurs in memory for stimuli that are presented over time and that it is this gist abstraction that results in a restriction in the remembered boundaries. In fact, the present BR phenomena share some properties with gist abstraction as specified in theories of schema and category development. For instance, schema and category development are known to be influenced by the extent of exemplar variability (e.g., Castro, Young, & Wasserman, 2006; Lively, Logan, & Pisoni, 1993; Murphy, 2002; L. K. Perry, Samuelson, Malloy, & Shiffer, 2010) . Participants do tend to remember gist or general schemas more than absolute wording when presented with stories or scripts (see Bartlett, 1932 Bartlett, /1967 e.g., Bransford & Franks, 1971; . It is possible that gist is analogous to restricting boundaries or averaging over values, especially when participants might have had more than one exposure to the stimulus. Novel schema-relevant stimuli are even often recognized as having been previously presented (e.g., Aminoff, Schacter, & Bar, 2008) . Thus BR of textual or musical material could be equivalent to an abstracted gist. Finally, a TOE mechanism might account for our results. If all of our stimuli, including the less-content stimuli, contained sufficient amounts of content, and morecontent probes tend to be judged as containing more content than identical target stimuli (cf. Tse et al., 2004) , then the result would be a robust restriction effect for stimulus content in memory. Further research will be required to determine the precise mechanism that underlies the robust BR that we have discovered in auditory memory.
Nevertheless, the results of our experiments illustrate a succinct picture. Specifically, memory judgments for spoken prose and musical content exhibit robust BR when presented in the context of varying content. This restriction of memory-representation boundaries occurs over time, foreshortening the recollection of spoken or musical passage content.
Appendix B Auditory Stimulus Selections, Experiment 5
Training Stories 1-6 were read seamlessly. Breaks below are for ease of viewing extracted stimuli, and numbers delineate the excerpts that were used as more-content stimuli. [] indicate more-content excerpts, {} indicate mid-content excerpts, and || indicate less-content excerpts. Four stimuli were drawn from six stories, for a total of 24 stimuli for the boundary distortion experiment. Only one more-content excerpt was used from each story in the training quiz, in addition to six foils, as listed below.
Story 1: Outdoor (Country), Stimuli 1-4
The trip had been a long one. Mom let the pies slide, though, because even though they were definitely fattening, everyone seemed to be in a better mood when pie was on the menu for dessert. it is probably best to start with when the police got involved.
Story 6: Grocery Store, Stimuli 21-24
The two little boys were ecstatic! 21. [Dad was giving them a treat because they had both made all A's and B's on their report cards! {This was huge, particularly for Tom. |Tom was a great kid, and relatively smart,| but he usually managed to forget to turn in a paper,} or he would get nervous and bomb an exam.]
Needless to say, Tom's report card was usually not the prettiest one on the block. But this time he did it! 22. [Tom and his little brother Fred climbed into the car, huge smiles on their faces, and buckled up. {They sang silly songs and laughed all the way to the store. |They couldn't stop giggling.| George stopped the car in the parking lot} and smiled at his boys. He was so proud of them.]
(Appendices continue)
As soon as they entered the store, 23.
[the boys ran to the candy aisle ahead of their dad. {Little hands grabbed around one piece of candy and then switched to another, over and over again, as if |this decision would change the course of the world.| Dad left the boys for just a moment} and went and picked out an extra surprise in another part of the store.]
Finally, with selections in hand, the little family of three proceeded to the checkout counter and made their purchases.
24. [Fred couldn't wait. {He opened up his candy in the parking lot to take his first bite, and |because he wasn't looking at where he was going, he tripped and fell,| and the candy went flying.} Tom made a valiant effort to catch the candy, to no avail.]
Of course, George took Fred back into the store and bought him a new piece of candy, but not before many tears had been shed. [But it was so awkward in the waiting room. She was surrounded by a bunch of junior high kids with pimples all over their faces. And they stunk because they didn't have time to shower after gym class. Well, at least the odor was strong enough that probably the majority of them came straight from gym class.]
Foil 3, Vacation. [The sand squished between my toes as I stood on the beach, looking out over the horizon and breathing in the fresh, salty air. After pausing for a moment, Julia and I sat down on a blanket and put out the finger sandwiches, the fruit and the drinks, and then we paused to observe a crab.] Foil 4, Science fiction.
[A spaceship was landing in the middle of the field! Jolie was stunned. Was there really life on other planets? Life that was conscious, that knew we existed here on Earth? Life that cared to show up to visit, and that had the technology to do so?]
Foil 5, School.
[How was Harry going to get his work turned in on time? Yes, he was sure that he could eventually recover the files from his hard drive, but this was an urgent matter. Mr. Smith was not one to take excuses, regardless of how legitimate they were.] Foil 6, Work/Travel. [Right about now Ron was wondering why he had agreed to work in the middle of nowhere in Zimbabwe, studying the behavior of some exotic monkeys. 
